As I write this, alleged “conservatives” in Congress have caved on their pledge to not raise taxes. They did so despite the anemic economy, the 14.4% real unemployment rate, the government’s $1.3 trillion deficit, and a national debt of $16.4 trillion. They also did so in spite of their professed belief in limited government and economic freedom.

What a betrayal: These so-called “right-wingers” gave in on one of their bedrock principles—never raise taxes—because of sleazy attacks from their political opponents and pressure from the liberal media.

House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), the third most powerful man in the nation, and his congressional minions couldn’t take the heat from ABC, CBS, NBC and the other leftist news shops. They sold out the legacy of Reagan, Goldwater, Taft, Coolidge, and our Tea Party Founding Fathers. They are right behind the liberals now—on everything.

For conservatives, the Republican Party is no longer a refuge. The GOP is doing what the left wants, and the liberal media are calling the tune. The post-election attacks targeted the people committed to low taxes and reduced spending. The strategy was to blame conservatives’ opposition to tax hikes if the fiscal cliff talks failed (on Bush tax rates expiring and automatic spending cuts starting), and to applaud “moderates” (i.e., liberal Republicans) if a deal was secured with the president.

Either way, the left-wing media strove to throw conservatives off the fiscal cliff and into the political sea.

We documented, exposed, and neutralized that liberal media bias daily through our divisions’ websites, our NewsBusters blog, CNSNews.com and MRC TV, press releases, email alerts, and on talk radio and television, including a weekly “Media Mash” segment on Fox’s Hannity. We warned millions of Americans every day about the left-wing news machine’s pro-tax agenda. Let’s look at how some of it went down.

In 2012, Democrats and President Obama pledged to raise taxes on “the rich”—people making $250K or more—which the liberal media took as a mandate after the election. To reach that goal, the leftists had to get conservatives in Congress to renge on their commitment to hold the line on taxes.

The media attacks began. Typical was CNN’s Soledad O’Brien who grilled Rep. Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah) early in mid-November: “So would you be fine...
doing a compromise where you would go against your signature on that [anti-tax] pledge?”

On Nov. 26, CNN’s John Avlon giddily reported that Sens. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) and Saxby Chambliss (R-Ga.) might renege on their no-new-taxes pledge, calling their actions “profiles in courage.”

The networks were relentless. An MRC analysis showed that the ABC World News with Diane Sawyer, for three weeks after the election, devoted more than 10 minutes 18 seconds to talk of tax hikes and just 35 seconds to spending cuts — a 17-1 margin!

The NBC Nightly News and CBS Evening News were also grossly biased, airing more pro-tax stories than reduced spending reports. ABC, however, was the worst and had fallen completely off the credibility cliff.

As I said in a Dec. 4 press release, “No serious news organization could possibly commit 17 times more coverage to touting tax hikes as the solution to this crisis than spending cuts. ABC News is nothing more than the press office of the Obama administration. They’re an embarrassment to the profession. Instead of telling Americans the truth about the administration’s reckless spending binge, the tax-happy liberal media are toeing the party line: raise taxes on the ‘wealthy’ and the crisis will be averted.”

In addition to Graham and Chambliss, other ostensible conservatives joined the “revenue”-loving pack, including Speaker Boehner himself, Majority Leader Eric Cantor (R-Va.) and Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.).

These erstwhile conservatives offered to end tax deductions and so-called loopholes that would generate $80 billion a year for Uncle Sam, which is enough to keep the government running for 8 days (the federal leviathan spends $9.5 billion a day).

These are the same folks who had repeatedly claimed for the last two years that tax hikes would kill jobs and cripple the economy, but now they were proposing them as policy. The liberals tasted blood and kept attacking.

NBC’s Savannah Guthrie maintained the liberal media strategy — promote moderates, destroy conservatives — by stating on Dec. 5: “Speaker John Boehner is probably in the most unenviable position because he has to get the deal, he has to sell it to the far right of his caucus in the House.”

In other words, the only stumbling block to solving America’s fiscal problems is “the far right,” according to the liberal media. If taxes are raised, government can pay its debts and a New Eden will dawn. Never mind that it’s uncontrolled Big Government spending that’s the problem.

**ABC, CBS, NBC Deliberately Censor Union Thugs Assaulting Conservatives, Destroying Private Property in Michigan — Obama Silent**

Union thugs in Michigan, enraged over passage of a right-to-work law, physically attacked Fox News contributor Steven Crowder on Dec. 11 and destroyed a massive tent erected by the conservative group Americans for Prosperity, which was all captured on videotape but neither ABC, nor CBS, nor NBC covered the story or showed the videotaped violence.
culprit — the “news” experts don’t want to talk about that.

In mid-December, the party of low taxes offered to raise rates on incomes of $1 million or more, a direct reversal of its campaign pledges.

At a Dec. 19 Capitol Hill press conference, covered by C-SPAN, I joined with conservative leaders representing 24 organizations to denounce those proposed tax hikes and stress that real fiscal conservatives should walk away from this political debacle. “Liberal Lite” is not the answer, however much the leftist media promote it. (A House vote on that tax increase was cancelled late the next day, Dec. 20, and was in limbo as this newsletter went to press.)

The only solution is constitutionally limited government and fiscal sanity. The lawmakers are choosing fiscal insanity, buckling under liberal media pressure.

Conservatives, because we stand on principle, must now look for a new home. There is little left for us in the party that no longer stands for limited government and limited taxes, and the left-wing journalists will never tell the truth about our views.

But this is not reason to despair. Our ideas, our beliefs, our principles are ever true and ever worth fighting for — just ask the Founding Fathers.

We will not surrender. Reagan didn’t quit in 1976. He re-armed. Washington didn’t quit at Valley Forge. He re-trained. Conservatives don’t quit. We dig in.

You can help us carry on the good fight. Send a donation to the MRC today and help us to take the fight to the liberal media. The truth, and our forefathers, are on our side. Forward, march!

Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President

What hypocrites! If a Tea Party activist had punched a network reporter and trampled on a news tent, it would be headline news 24/7 and President Obama would be on his soapbox denouncing the vicious, right-wing haters. But not in this case. In this instance, as with so many others, the violence was perpetrated by liberals who donate to and vote for Democrats. So, they get a pass by the so-called news media.

In a Dec. 12 press release about this liberal media double standard, MRC President Brent Bozell said, “The pro-union broadcast networks are deliberately censoring footage of thuggish union violence directed at conservatives. ABC, CBS, and NBC have a responsibility to the American people to expose what’s really happening in Michigan. Their double standard is absolutely outrageous.”

“How the GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS...
CRUSHED THE MILITARY,
Made All The Who’s In Who-ville Dependent,
AND LET THE REPUBLICANS GET BLAMED

IN SHORT, HE GOT EVERYTHING HE WANTED.

“Both Steven Crowder and Americans for Prosperity should press charges on the parties responsible for these assaults, and they should be prosecuted,” said Bozell. “ABC, CBS, and NBC may be willing to turn a blind eye to union violence, but the unions are not above the law.”

“President Obama had every right to support the unions during the onset of these protests, but now that they’ve been caught on tape perpetrating vicious physical assaults, he has an even greater responsibility to denounce them swiftly, publicly, and severely,” said Bozell.

Obama didn’t say a word. ABC, CBS, and NBC stayed silent. It is not an exaggeration to say that 21st-century Stalinists are setting the coverage, or lack thereof, at the network news outlets.
**Bits & Pieces**

**Psy-cho**

South Korean pop-star Psy, whose “gangnam style” video has been viewed by nearly 1 billion people worldwide, performed at a White House Christmas charity concert, in front of President Obama, even though Psy has also repeatedly called for killing us “f---ing Yankees.” NBC Today protect-ed Obama, telling viewers on Dec. 11 that “the president had no say” over who was invited to the concert.

Also, NBC didn’t report that Obama wasn’t required to attend the event and could have declined to do so given Psy’s hyper-anti-American attacks. In a 2004 music-video about the Iraq war, Psy sang, “Kill those f---ing Yankees, kill them all slowly and painfully.” The Today show glossed over the issue with the innocuous headline, “Psy Plays White House Concert Amid Controversy.” Needless to say, NBC didn’t ask White House officials if they agreed with killing those “f---ing Yankees.”

**Hillary 2016**

The liberal media are already in the tank for Hillary Clinton for president in 2016, and NBC has virtually canonized her. On Meet the Press, Dec. 9, David Gregory gushed that “her popularity has soared to an all-time high ... 66 percent view the country’s top diplomat favorably.” Gregory then ran a clip of a pro-Clinton video and cited another poll of 57 percent saying they’d vote for her, adding, “She’s pretty hot right now politically.”

Reporter Bob Woodward chimed in, “She has got the perfect resume.” Julianna Goldman from Bloomberg declared, “And in the poll you just cited, she gets the backing of more than 60 percent of Republican women. So if Hillary Clinton decides that she wants to get in, she clears the field.” Also, MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell harped, “The reason it’s easy for you to get Democratic insiders to say she’s absolutely running is because she’s absolutely running.”

President Obama shakes hand with pop-rapper Psy at a White House concert — Psy has crudely denounced U.S. troops in songs singing “Kill those f---ing Yankees, kill them slowly and painfully.”

In an embarrassingly desperate case of wishful thinking, the NYT ran a commentary on Dec. 3 that claimed if William F. Buckley Jr. were alive today he would seek to purge Tea Party advocates from the conservative movement like he purged John Birchers back in the 1960s. The commentary, by one-time RNC flack David Welch, claimed it was time “to drive extremists from the party” and that the people to do it are ... Jeb Bush, Chris Christie and Karl Rove.

In response to this immodest proposal, WFB’s nephew Brent Bozell sent a letter to the NYT that read, “Let me suggest to you what my uncle would have said instead, while laughing at Mr. Welch’s proposal: ‘Given that the Tea Party is definitely not the John Birch Society, we therefore do not need moderates like Jeb Bush or Chris Christie and operatives like Karl Rove running the conservative movement. They are ideally suited to be driven from our ranks.’” Hear, hear!

The NYT’s laughably claimed that, if alive, WFB would purge Tea Party-iers, to which WFB nephew Brent Bozell countered that his uncle would argue moderates like Jeb Bush, Chris Christie, and Karl Rove must be driven from the conservative ranks.
‘Sad’ Day for U.N.

The liberal media shed crocodile tears on Dec. 6 when the Democrat-dominant Senate failed to get enough GOP votes to pass a U.N. treaty on the disabled, even though the treaty was completely redundant to the long-standing Americans with Disabilities Act. NBC’s Brian Williams whined, “If you want to know how broken, how partisan our Congress and our government has become, all you need to look at is this one day in Washington. Senator John Kerry called this one of the saddest days he’s seen in close to three decades in the U.S. Senate.”

NBC’s Kelly O’Donnell fretted that she saw “only disappointment, even real sadness over what happened with this treaty,” and complained it was all due to “5 Republican votes short of the 66 needed.” Neither NBC nor the other networks reported that the treaty mandated full “reproductive health” coverage, including abortion, which conservatives opposed.

Matthews’ Unhinged

MSNBC’s Chris Matthews was so incensed over the new right-to-work legislation passing in Michigan that he fumed and repeatedly demanded to know who was paying a conservative activist’s salary on the Dec. 11 Hardball. Matthews was berating Scott Hagerstrom, who works for Americans for Prosperity, a non-profit, conservative grassroots group with 2.3 million members, 87,000 of whom donate to the group. Hagerstrom patiently and calmly answered that he worked for AFP but Matthews was unhinged.

“Who’s paying your salary?” he thundered over and over. “No, but who’s paying your salary to do it? Who’s paying your salary to do what you’re doing right now? Who’s paying your- to do this today?” Matthews slammed the same question 13 (!) times. Whenever Hagerstrom answered, Matthews barked, “You’re not answering my question. We’re not getting anywhere.” And Hagerstrom, “I just told you what the answer is!” That’s MSNBC for you.

Minibits

■ MSNBC’s Richard Wolfe tars conservatives: “It’s outrageous that there is this witch hunt going on on the right about these people of color, let’s face it, around this president: Eric Holder, Valerie Jarrett, now Susan Rice; before it was Van Jones.” ■ Colleague Chris Matthews creates a new racial code word, “urban”: “What did Paul Ryan mean when he blamed President Obama’s victory last week on the urban vote? Do you like that word? Is he blowing that dog whistle again?”

■ Ex-CBS anchor Dan Rather laughably lectures, “Republicans, their number one need is to get in touch with a fact based world” and they’re “so far out of touch that it is unrealistic.” ■ Faux-conservative Joe Scarborough advises ABC’s The View that Republicans have “got to stop listening to the most extreme people in their party, whether it’s on talk radio or on cable news or on the internet.” ■ NBC’s Meet the Press highlights ex-McCain-iac Steve Schmidt: “Our elected leaders are scared to death of the conservative entertainment complex, the shrill and divisive voices that are bombastic and broadcasting out into the homes. And this country is rejecting the social extremism of the Republican Party on issue after issue.” ■ CNN’s Ali Velshi smears low-tax advocate Grover Norquist as “one dangerous man who stands in the way of a deal that could avert the fiscal cliff, who is “neither elected, nor has he ever run for office, so why is Washington so scared of him?” ■ As for uber-leftist Hillary Clinton running for president, NBC’s myopic Willie Geist harps, “Can you think of a more qualified human being?” ■ The Atlantic honors NY Mayor Bloomberg with a cover story because of “his pursuit of the soda ban and the ban on sugary drinks served in containers that are more than 16 ounces in size.”
The Obama Culture Arrives

The year 2012 was a depressing time for people who are already pessimistic about the state of our common culture. Conversely, the re-election of Barack Obama, in large measure made possible by the heavy financial support of Hollywood, projects the optimism of the cultural Left. They anticipate increased blue-state voting patterns in favor of gay “marriage,” legalized pot, gun regulations, and what next? Legalized prostitution? Euthanasia subsidized by Obamacare?

So let’s just line up the cultural winners of Obama’s America, where the only impediments to progress are those who believe in religion, manners and “family values.”

Winner: Seth MacFarlane, the creator of the sick “Family Guy” cartoon and other Fox animated smutcoms on Sunday nights. He’ll mock anything to shock the viewer, from portraying Jesus as a lying drunk, to joking Ronald Reagan was gay, even to making fun of domestic violence. Tinseltown loves this man. He guest-hosted “Saturday Night Live” in their season debut, was named host of the 2013 Academy Awards telecast and ABC’s Barbara Walters named him one of the year’s 10 “Most Fascinating People.”

“Seth is the vision and the sensibility behind America’s most popular and profitable cartoon series,” Walters cooed. “Seth is a hands-on mastermind.” She proclaimed, “The ‘Family Guy’ franchise is said to be worth nearly 2 billion dollars.” She concluded by promoting his Oscar hosting gig: “In two months, hundreds of millions will be watching this writer, producer, actor, cartoonist, singer, multi-millionaire and all-around genius, and we’ll all find out just how far Seth MacFarlane can go.”

MacFarlane’s filthy semi-animated movie, “Ted,” grossed (literally grossed) $218 million at the box office. This was the movie described efficiently as “a boy’s teddy bear comes to life and becomes a profane slacker who practically lives inside a bong and hires hookers in groups.” The most unnecessary scene of the year was this teddy bear coming on to a sleazy fellow employee by not only doing pelvic thrusts, but also by spraying himself in the face with hand lotion — a porny orgasm shot on a child’s toy.

That’s “sensibility,” says the Obama culture.

Winner: MacFarlane’s older sidekick, Bill Maher, the toxic atheist HBO star and the epitome of self-indulgent Hollywood liberalism, a man who shamelessly denounces the rest of America as a nation of idiots.

Maher wrote a million-dollar check to Obama’s Super PAC Priorities U.S.A. The liberal media labored mightily to connect Mitt Romney to Donald Trump, but have said almost nothing to connect Maher to Obama. Maher had another year of vicious commentary. Late in the campaign, he joked, “If you’re thinking about voting for Mitt Romney, I would like to make this one plea: black people know who you are, and they will come after you.” After Obama’s victory, Maher joked about Karl Rove, “It was a little Hitler’s bunker, wasn’t it? I wanted to rush in with a cyanide capsule there.”

He summed up the election this way: “It is your choice, America, because for me it is a win-win. If it’s Obama, America wins, and if it’s Romney, comedy wins.” Maher has set the tone: Comedy is strictly deployed against the people who don’t like Obama. If that feels like a Third World backwater to you, welcome to the Obama culture.

Winner: Roseanne Barr. She just won’t go away. She was honored as comedic trailblazer for women with a Comedy Central roast. Katey Sagal, who played a foolish bimbo mom on “Married with Children,” used the occasion to whack at Ann Romney: “Roseanne, I feel honored that you and I broke new ground as TV moms who didn’t cook, didn’t clean and didn’t make any money. In the ’90s, that made you a bad mom. But today it makes you Mitt Romney’s wife.”

Roseanne also exemplified the Obama culture’s reaction to Chick-fil-A, in several Christian-bashing Twitter rants in July, including: “Anyone who eats S--t Fil-A deserves to get the cancer that is sure to come from eating antibiotic filled tortured chickens 4Christ”. Then came the geopolitics: “Off to grab a s--t fil-A sandwich on my way to worshipping Christ, supporting AIPAC and war in Iran.”

Winner: Howard Stern. NBC parted with $20 million to bring in the old shock-jock as a sharp-tongued judge on their summer show “America’s Got Talent.” The ratings dropped, but in the Obama culture, that’s not really the point. NBC just announced Stern signed a new contract for 2013 to repeat his “towering presence and opinions,” because his “dedication comes across in a genuine way to our viewers who share his passion.”

The slogan for Team Obama in 2012 was “Forward.” There’s nothing forward about the Obama culture, however. It is down, down, straight down, into the abyss.
The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

### Television

**FBN:**
- Your World w/ Neill Cavuto, Nov. 15

**FNC:**
- Hannity, Oct. 31, Nov. 15, 29, Dec. 4, 6, 17, 20, 27
- Happening Now, Nov. 26
- O'Reilly Factor, Dec. 5
- Varney & Co., Nov. 15, 30, Dec. 5

### Print

- Denver Post, Dec. 26
- Esquire, Nov. 27
- Human Events, Dec. 3
- Monadnock Ledger-Transcript, Nov. 12
- New York Times, Dec. 5
- Newsweek, Nov. 18
- Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Dec. 8, 22
- The Week Magazine, Dec. 4
- Tucson Citizen, Nov. 12
- Wall Street Journal, Nov. 26
- Washington Post, Dec. 6
- Washington Times, Nov. 14, 22, 27, Dec. 4
- Worldenzyme
- Republic-American, Nov. 25
- WORLD Magazine, Nov. 21, Dec. 1, 3

### Radio

- America’s Morning News, Dec. 5
- American Family Radio, Nov. 14, 15
- Battle Line w/ Alan Nathan, Dec. 3
- BBC Radio, Nov. 29, Dec. 3
- Cable Radio Network, Nov. 29, Dec. 3
- Dennis Miller Show, Nov. 30
- EWTN Radio, Nov. 16
- Heritage Foundation Radio, Nov. 23, Dec. 7
- Lars Larson Show, Dec. 3
- Mark Levin Show, Dec. 18
- NPR, Dec. 20
- NRA News, Dec. 3
- Phil Valentine Show, Nov. 5
- Rush Limbaugh Show, Nov. 21, Dec. 3, 22, 23
- Rusty Humphries Show, Nov. 13
- Salem Radio Network News, Nov. 20
- Steve Gill Show, Nov. 29
- The Blaze Radio, Dec. 6
- KBAR, Burley, ID, Nov. 15, 28, Dec. 3
- KCMN, Colorado Springs, CO, Nov. 28, Dec. 4, 5
- KDKA, Pittsburgh, PA, Dec. 3
- KFAX, San Francisco, CA, Nov. 28
- KMED, Medford, OR, Nov. 16, Dec. 4
- KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Nov. 28, Dec. 5
- KRLA, Los Angeles, CA, Nov. 28
- KWSL, Midland, TX, Nov. 5, 12, Dec. 3
- KZIM, San Diego, CA, Nov. 14
- WAFS, Atlanta, GA, Nov. 16
- WENY, Corning, NY, Nov. 7, 17, Dec. 5
- WEZS, Laconia, NH, Nov. 15, Dec. 4
- WFSX, Ft. Meyers, FL, Dec. 5
- WHJJ, Providence, RI, Dec. 6
- WHITC, Holland, MI, Nov. 29
- WIBA, Madison, WI, Nov. 1, 26, Dec. 5
- WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 29, Dec. 6
- WIZM, LaCrosse, WI, Dec. 7
- WMUZ, Detroit, MI, Nov. 14, Dec. 5
- WNRB, Augusta, GA, Dec. 4, 6, 10, 13, 18
- WNTA, Rockford, IL, Nov. 16, Dec. 7
- WROK, Aurora, IL, Nov. 12, Dec. 3

### Internet

- ABC News blog, Nov. 27
- American Thinker, Nov. 10
- Businessweek.com, Dec. 7
- Canada Free Press, Nov. 13
- Catholic Online, Nov. 19
- Daily Caller, Dec. 19
- Drudge Report, Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 30, 31, Jan. 1, 2
- Fiscal Times blog, Nov. 27, 29
- Florida Courier, Nov. 29
- Fox News, Nov. 14, 26, 27, 29, 30, Dec. 3, 5, 7, 24
- GOPUSA, Dec. 8
- Huffington Post, Nov. 27, Dec. 4
- HumanEvents.com, Dec. 7
- LifeNews.com, Nov. 26
- Minority Report blog, Dec. 4
- National Journal, Dec. 19
- NewsmaxTV, Dec. 11
- OneNewsNow, Nov. 15, 16, 30
- Politico, Nov. 30, Dec. 2, 19
- Salon.com, Nov. 12, Dec. 7, 19
- The Daily Beast, Nov. 10, 28
- The New American, Nov. 14
- TheBlaze.com, Nov. 15, Dec. 23
- ThinkProgress, Nov. 16
- Townhall.com, Dec. 5
- Washington Examiner, Nov. 12, 22, Dec. 3, 4
- World Net Daily, Nov. 28, Dec. 4, 24
- Yahoo.com, Nov. 21

### MRC in the News

The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

- MRC President Brent Bozell details how the liberal media are promoting President Obama’s fiscal cliff tax hikes and smearing conservatives as irresponsible.
- MRC Vice President Dan Gainor explained how ABC was mis-reporting the facts about lean beef as part of a liberal agenda to attack a beef products company on Fox’s Stossel, on Fox’s Hannity, Dec. 30.
- On Fox Business Network, Dec. 27, MRC President Brent Bozell is interviewed about how the liberal media are blaming conservatives for the fiscal cliff talks between Congress and President Obama.

---
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Polls Prove MRC Successfully Neutralized Liberal Media Bias in 2012

Although conservatives were undeniably disappointed with the 2012 elections, survey data show that the Media Research Center was successful in exposing and neutralizing liberal media bias, which is its mission. It was a good year for the MRC soldiers and the thousands of Americans who support them.

This year, the left-wing media are full of hubris and vinegar but the MRC is fighting them even harder.

Back on Nov. 6, the MRC conducted a national post-election poll of 1,000 voters and found that 62.8 percent believe there is a liberal bias in the media. Around the same time, a Gallup poll showed that only 8 percent (!) of Americans have a “great deal” of trust in the national media.

The MRC survey also asked Mitt Romney voters how they would have voted had they believed the news as reported by the liberal media. The answer: 22.8 percent said they would have voted for Obama. Recall that Obama won 51.4 percent of the popular vote and took the Electoral College.

If you move that 22.8 percent of the Romney vote into the Obama column, then the-socialist-in-chief would have won by a landslide 62.5 percent of the total vote, while capturing 45 states and their 512 electoral votes.

This year, fresh off the election, the radical left in the news media are piling on and cheerleading every socialist initiative pushed by the executive branch and Congress. The leftist media are deliberately censoring the administration’s scurrilous agenda from the American people.

The MRC is exposing that anti-American agenda every day and documenting and publicizing the liberal media’s censorship of the news, and thereby neutralizing their impact.

COMING NEXT MONTH...

The Best of Notable Quotables 2012 – Who will win “Quote of the Year”?

“I am so proud of the country, to re-elect this President....A good day for America. I’m so glad we had that storm [Hurricane Sandy] last week, because I think the storm was one of those things — no, politically I should say, not in terms of hurting people — the storm brought in possibilities for good politics.” — Chris Matthews wrapping up MSNBC’s live election night coverage shortly before 3am ET, November 7. (He apologized on the November 7 Hardball: “I said something not just stupid, but wrong.”)

“They are happy to have a party with black people drowning.” — Yahoo! News Washington bureau chief and former political director for ABC News David Chalian talking over a picture of Ann and Mitt Romney, as caught on an open microphone during ABCNews.com coverage of the Republican National Convention, August 28.

“The land on which they [the Founders] formed this Union was stolen. The hands with which they built this nation were enslaved. The women who birthed the citizens of the nation are second class....This is the imperfect fabric of our nation, at times we’ve torn and stained it, and at other moments, we mend and repair it. But it’s ours, all of it. The imperialism, the genocide, the slavery, also the liberation and the hope and the deeply American belief that our best days still lie ahead of us.” — MSNBC host Melissa Harris-Perry on her eponymous July 1 program, delivering what she called “my footnote for the Fourth of July.”